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ABSTRACT

The superpopulation approach with unrestrictive' assumptions, is
adopted. Asymptotically robust tests for homogeneity of variances; i,e.
standard. error" grouping and jackknife for cluster samples form. finite
populations consisting on separate clusters are obtained., The test
statistics are,extended for stratified cluster samples as well.

Keywords: Asymptotically robust, superpopulation, cluster'
samples, stratified cluster samples, likelihood ratio, Taylor eXJllU1sion,

, ,

central limit law, complexsamples, consistent, stratum.

1, INTRODUCTION.

The {irst approach to the. problem of testing the equality of
variances under normality was made by.Neyman and Pearson (1931)

'using the likelihood ratio statistic. Bartlett (1937) suggested
modifications to the likelihood ratio test which improves the
approximation to the chi"square; Further refinements were discussed by
Bishop and Nair.(/939), Hartley (1940) and Box (l949).Plackett (1946)

, '

is. a good' review paper~ Kendall & Stuart (1967 p. 465,-69; 1968
p. 97-105) and Plackett(I 960;,Chapter 5) are also worth seeing: Cochran
(1941) and Hartley (1950) introduced methods for the purpose. Pearson
(1931), Geary (1947) Finch (1950), Gayen (1950) and,Box (1953)
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, .
For non-normal populations Box(l953) intoduced grouping test

r
for the equality of variances. Miller (1968) provided justification for the

use of jackknife for testing hypothesis on variances.

12

confirmed that the ,tests are. non-robust against non-normality of the
f' i ." .

parent populations.

Iii
I

I'I'

2.2 Sampling ci~sign

The nj clusters are selected form Nj clusters by simple random

sampling techinque. The samples are selected independently 'from' both
• I I ,,: :, "0

finite populations. All subunits within each selected cluster are included
in a sample .

The aim of this paper is to introduce a homogeneity test based

on Taylor expansion estimation of variance under cluster sampling and

stratified cluster sampling designs when finite populations consist of

separate clusters; and to obtain grouping and jackknife tests under the
, ,

said sampling designs. We omit the finite population corrections' form

,the estimators of variance of sample variance,

(e.g. Cochran, 1977, p.39)."

2 ASYMPTOTICALLY' ROBUST TEST STATISTICS UNDER
CLUSTER SAMPLING'i

2~1 Notation
. j:1

. "

I N~2 - 2
Si =N! (Xice-X;.J

oj c=le=1

n. m.
I ~~ - 2

s2 =-LL(xice -Xi.'>I • . _
no; c=le=1

Variance of finite population

, ,.
Sample variance

The suffix i denotes the finite popul~!ion, io;:I ,2.
2.3 .Nnll hypothesis to be tested

e-th observation of c-th cluster.

Number _ of clusters' in finite
population.' .,

Number' of clusters in sample.,

c. th ' cluster.

Finite population size.

suitable is the

, . .. 2 2
vs, HAl: cr, 't cr2

2 2Ho':cr, =cr2

The superpopulation approach with u~restrictlve aSsumptions is

adopted;e:g. Pervaiz (1989).H is' assumed that 'xice ,are random

variables, which implies that sf ~ also random variables. Therefore it

is assumed that sfcovergeto iJ f as the population size Noi goes to

infinity. The finitepopu!ations wiilivarian'ce~ Sj2,S may be assumed to

be random samples froin. infil1ite populations called superpopulations

with variances cr} : Then hyPothesis of interest is:

The approach to. inference adopted and oonsisdered
p-distribution making use of the asymptotic arguments.

"

"

,..
,~"

.' " L
Sample size.

Observations in
c=1,2, ,01••. '

.~,..."
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•
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and r2 , X TE is approximately distributed as

GROUPING'

Substituting fl
t(.,+.,_2) under Hoi

(b)

- 2
Zice = (Xice -Xi ..)

For proof see Pervaiz (1989 a)

The parent sample is divided into number of ra~dom groups,

n; = ny{ Ot is assumed that ~, are divisible by L). The variances for

each group of clusters are computed and treated as asymp,totically
." - - ,

normal with'equal means and variances. That being so under HoI:
. -'j .! .,.. ,
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(2.4.1)
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disl°~N(o,r,)asn, ~<Xl
" , -

nl (s~ -cr;)

(a)

2.5

Furthermore srand siare independent.

Deseription of asympototieally robust tests ,

Properties of sample variances

Fuller (1975) gives ~entral limit laws for complex samples with

large sample sizes. Thus:

2.4
14

,,,,

1,1'1:. I'" ,I

I I'II:'!I~ '
"1

,II

is approximately distributed as t(, . 2)' Where
nj+n2-. . ~., ,.

1 !"A + . 2 -2 2
f, = ~ (s,.• -S, )
. n; ,pI

I',
I
I II
, I ~

XG =
-2 -2
S, -S2

it r2.+~+-," n,

"

and
•

•

The Taylor expansion estimate of ri is:

'I'

'I

'I
I

I

I
I I

Theorem 1-

1~ - ,
fi = -L.(ZiC -zS ,where

ni -1c=\ ' _

_ 1 ~
z;c=--LZice;

mic e=l

"

-2 I!' 2s' =~ S,'n .•, J 8=1

". " ", . '-;"2 "2n,:"",,, 't~

The asymptotic distribution of X G is X I under HoI •. . ,

(c) JACKKNIFE

Brillinger (1966) McCarthy (1966). and Mellor (1973) have
. , 'r:. ..~ :~ . .,; I ;

suggested the application of jackknife with complex sampling design.

Extensive discussion of jackknife method is given in Gray andSchucany,
. ! .,

(1972), Efron (1982) and Wolter (1985).
, . ,
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- 1 ~~ '
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The primary, sampling units are comprised of clusters of

eh,menlary units. Let

The sf-c are sample variances by using ni -1 clusters with 'c-th cluster

omitted. The jackknife estimators are the average of s~,care:

..,

~. I. j ~ ~ •

•

-~ ~,

~
Variance of finite population. ;

Weighted ~ean of sample. (3.1.1)

Mean of finite population.- - . . -

Mean of h-th stratum of sample.

Mean ofh-th stratum.. '

"
Finite population size.

\ """,,11

Total number of clusters..,.

Sample size.

Number of observations in a
sample from h-th stratum.

of sample.
Observations in c-th cluster in h-th
stratum,

, Number of clusters in a sample.
t. ., " .•.. .

,~umber of obs~rvations in h-th
stratum.

\
Stratum weight.

•. "e-thobse'rVatkm of c-th cluster of
h-th stratum. e = 1,2,..... ,mihc

:)i I"

".
'il

,..

- 1 ~~'
XJh. =N L LXihce, ,

. oih c=1 e=l

- 1. ~~ '
Xih..:= ~ L LXihce

npih c=1e:l

-l~~~
XL =N LLLXihcr

oi h=l c=l ~l

H, ~,m!- Wih'
X' - -- X.I... - ! "o;h lhce

h=\ c:\ e:\

1 ~~~s1 = N ' L. L. L.(xihce - XLi
OJ Jz;lc=1 e=1
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H,Ni= INih
h:1
H

ni =f~;h
h~\

~
Noih = Lmihc

c~l

nO~h= ~mihc
c=1 '.. t .;:0-1' f t
H '. H~

Noi = INoih = I Lmihc
h=l h:\ c=1

. H, H n .,

noj := f noih := f.2:mihc
h=1 h=\c=\

NoihW,h =--
No;

mihc

Xihce

L
I
I

..,

\ .

I" .•~,~

"

(2.5.1)

"

•• '1~

.,
.-1""

..

,.-" .,:;' ' ' ..I'-,,~~,;( ,

!'lumbe':,ofs~ata" ,. .,., ,"
'Total number of clusters' in h-th
stratum.
Number of clusters in h-th stratum

.,

,.

... ' ~;

2. 2.
S -S2. I

Xj=.~.
. !i-+-,-

"1 n2

2 2 ( 1 2Si,e := nisi - ni -:- )Si-c

. n.
2•. ' 2 ni -1 ~ 2
Si = nis" .-~ LSi-c
. :. . . . I c=I."'

t" 1-'7::."\ . "_~,~,.' • ,f,t. ...•r': '.~ ,:l .. ')..: ""n, ',~'

,.' . The suffix idenotes the finite popultaion, i=1.2.
.~'l\."--~~" j.1:'-l.: ",",..~, I';:::. "'.", •. -:- i •..•.•/t.,.,;IJ~r.~••.

Hi .,
Nih

3,1 Notation'

is approximately distributed as t(n, +n2 -2)' Wolter (1985). Where

" n' ,.

.'. 1 ~2 2. 2
ri=~L.(Si,c-Si )

n, c=\' ..

. ,The aSymptoticdistributionofX} is X} under HoI' ':.'

3:' ASYMPTOTlCA1;'LYROBUSTT~~TS UND,~,~~TRA~gIED i

CLUSTERSAMPLING'

. 2' .' " - ..' ~ •. ,.~.' .'.' . •

The Si,c' are approximately independent and have asymptotically equal
'.' . t.•.' ~~, ' ~...' "

means and variances. That beil\g so under Hoi the test statistic:

I I
i
I I

Ii 1
(\ III I

I,

!
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3.2 Sampling Design

The nih clusters are drawn by simple random sampling from

Nih clusters. Within each selected cluster all subunits are, included in a

sample. The samples are independent from both populations.

is approximately dis~buted as '(nl +n, -2) under H02; if' V, are

"
consistent estimators of V,. The asymptotic distribution of XfE is X?

under H 02' To estirI:'ate V, by Taylor expaiIsi~n method applying'

Theorem I define

~
!!I: r I

I
" I
Jrl,
11.;;

I ~:
18

,!H W t~2 . ill _. 2
s} = ....,J-- (Xillce.- Xi ....)

h=l no11f c=1 e=1

•
Muhammad Khalid Pervaiz

Weighted sample variance.
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IS;

3.3 Null hypothesis to be tested

,H02:cr12 =cr? vs HA2:cr? ;/'cr?

3.4 , Properties of sample variances

It is assumed that Xihce are random variables, which implies that

S;'s are 'also random variables .. Furthermore it is assumed that S;

converge to cr,' and Noi becomes larger. Thus the finite populations

with variances S;'s may be viewed as sample from i~finite populations

called superpopulations with variances cr,'. The hypothesis of interest

(3.5.1)

,,

and

1~
Zih =-LZilu:

nih c=1

- 1 ~
Zilu: = -- LZilu:e

milu: e=1

Then

H 1 2:""" 2 • - - 2
V, = I(W,h) ( 1) (Zihc - Zjh)

h=1 nih niJa- c=1

Substituting V, and V, given as (3.5.1) XTE is approximately

distributed as '(nl +n, -2) under H02'

The parent sample from h-th stratum is' randomly divided into
groups of size L, i.e.

(b) GROUPING

J
,I

(3.4.1)!'2"2 dj~/'ni (Sj -cr, ) .. l N(O,f,) as n, -'00

From. (2.4. I)

Furthermore srand si are independent. Denote V; = n;lr,

,I!

nih = Lnih for L ~ 2

It is assumed that nih are divisible by L. It is assumed that variance for

each group of clusters of h-th stratum, is asymptotically normal with
equal means and variances. That being so the test statistic

II I
1'1

:1
I

3.5
(a)

Description of asymptotically robust tests
/

STANDARD EakOR

From (3.4.1) the test statistic: '
(j, 't ."1-;

2 2
sl -s2

XTE =. JV1 + V2 XG
-2 -2
S, -s,

JV: +v.+, ,
"'r .,.

.'

"

h;!l',
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Obviously these tests can be extended to fmd the confidence
intervals for two variances when finite population consist on separate
clusters.

,I I'I .

i: I.
. I.

,I

I:
; I

: I

20
is approximately distributed as t( '.' , 2) uilder H02' Where. ~+n2-

•• ~ 1 ~'2'-22
V = ~-.-. (-,- -1) ~(S'h .• - Sih) and.

h::::1 nih n;h 8",1

Hit-2 _ 2
S, = t. S'h.•

h=1 nih 8=1
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(e) JACKKNIFE
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Following Wolter (1985) Let
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Where Sfh-C's are variances after d~leting (h,c) th cluster. The jackknife
. . ~

estimators are the average of s~~'s; i.e.

,
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nih c=1 '

~
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.1\.:: •..• ' "lI,
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2" - 52SI
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The 5~,'s are approximately independent and have asym"potically equal
,. .

meB!.'sand variances. That being so the test statistic:' ;,"

I
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'. IJ,sI nih nih c=1 .

estimators based on full ~ample.'

The asymptotic distrubution of X; is 'l't under H 02'
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